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The Probe was the result of Ford's collaboration with its longtime Japanese partner, Mazda ,
and both generations of Probe were derived from the front-wheel drive Mazda G platform that
underpinned the Mazda Capella. Based on the Mazda MX-6 as a sport compact coupe , the
Probe was intended to fill the market niche formerly occupied by the Capri in Europe, and it was
originally intended to be the fourth generation Ford Mustang in the North American market as a
direct competitor with the Acura Integra , Isuzu Piazza , Nissan SX , and the Toyota Celica.
During that time, Ford's marketing team had deemed that a front-wheel drive platform borrowed
Mazda GD and GE platforms would have lower costs for production, and also because the
platform had been gaining popularity with consumers. Mustang fans objected to the front-wheel
drive configuration, Japanese engineering, and lack of a V8 , so Ford began work on a new
design for the Mustang instead. On March 17, , Ford announced the discontinuation of the
Probe. Starting in the late s, Ford and Ghia started exploring a series of futuristic designs with
the "Probe" series of concept vehicles. This was followed the next year by a much more
conventional looking Probe II , whose hatchback styling was also reminiscent of the pony cars.
After the energy crisis , the economic slump initiated by high fuel prices prompted Ford to give
the Ford Mustang a major redesign. Toshi Saito, a North American-based designer working for
Ford, took the lead in envisioning styling directions for the front-wheel drive Mustang, and a
design by Saito was chosen and finalized in early The project was then transferred to Mazda in
Hiroshima, Japan and in internal Ford parlance, was referred to by the codename "ST".
Christopher Sawyer, writing for AutoWeek magazine, in their issue for April 13, , was the first to
publicly reveal the existence of the ST Mustang in a sensational report that featured an artist
rendering on the issue's cover of a vehicle nearly identical to what would be released as the
Ford Probe GT stating "Exclusive: The '89 Mustang," along with detailed technical reports about
its Mazda origins and switch to front-wheel drive. The public outcry was immediate, with many
Mustang fans and pony car purists detesting the ST's Japanese engineering, front-wheel drive
platform and lack of a V8 engine, which were anathema to traditional Mustang buyers and
enthusiasts. Ford Motor Company executives, along with many car magazines received
strongly-worded letters of criticism decrying the decision. Neil Ressler, the then-chief of small
car engineering at Ford, spoke about the internal cultural differences at Ford Motor Company
which led to a strong disagreement between two factions that had radically different notions
about what the Mustang should be:. This idea came forth that we would replace the Mustang
with this front-drive car, the ST There were a lot of people who thought that was a great
ideaâ€”a modern car. There were also a lot of us who were appalled by that. It was like the
champagne sipping crowd replaced the beer drinking crowd. The idea that we would replace the
Mustang with a Japanese carâ€”a different car from a different culture aimed at a different
audienceâ€”this is not going to work. By , Alex Trotman , the newly-appointed vice president in
charge of Ford's North American operations, with strong urging from Ford Marketing vice
president Bob Rewey, a dedicated performance enthusiast, decided that in the light of
consumer outrage, the ST would not make a suitable Mustang. At this point, somewhat
ironically, Mustang sales, which were lackluster, grew substantially after the article's
publication, out of fear that it would be the last opportunity to purchase a traditional RWD V8
Mustang. While Trotman approved the development of a RWD successor, there were many
difficulties, notably that the engineering budget for the Mustang was spent on the ST and Ford
was still recovering from a financial crisis of the early s that brought the company close to
bankruptcy until the Taurus arrived. John Coletti , Ford's small-car engineering manager and a
vociferous opponent of the ST Mustang, said of the project, "I would rather have seen the
Mustang name die than put the Mustang name on the Probe Ken Dabrowski, Ford's small-car
line manager, tapped Coletti to lead a skunkworks team that would develop a RWD Mustang
successor with the understanding there would not be a full budget to create an entirely new car.
Coletti's team heavily revised the Fox platform for the new car, which eventually became the
fourth-generation Ford Mustang released for the model year. However, production for the ST
was about to commence, meaning Ford had to put it on sale or lose its development budget
along with further potential financial headaches if Ford would break its production contract with
Mazda. It was decided that the ST would be released as the Ford Probe in , taking the name from
Ford's line of futuristic concept vehicles, and be sold alongside the Mustang, which would
continue production in its then-current form with minor refreshing. Instead of being aimed as a
successor to the Mustang or as a rival to its traditional competitors, the Chevrolet Camaro and
Pontiac Firebird , [7] Ford would aim the Probe against popular imported sports coupes of the
era such as the Toyota Celica and Honda Prelude. Japanese models were not in compliance
with Japanese Government regulations concerning exterior dimensions and engine
displacement , resulting in Japanese buyers being held liable for additional taxes as a result.
The Probe was a sales success in its first model year, owing to its futuristic styling and

enjoyable driving experience. In fact, demand exceeded supply in , enough that buyers were
paying list price or higher for a Probe, and Jim Mateja, the automotive columnist for the Chicago
Tribune , urged potential Probe buyers who couldn't find a Probe to consider its sibling, the
Mazda MX A proposed third-generation Probe, which would have been based on the Ford
Mondeo instead of being Mazda-derived, was eventually released as the Mercury Cougar in the
North American market to strengthen the Mercury brand. After disappointing sales of the
Cougar and the waning popularity of front-wheel drive sport coupes in the late s in favor of
sport utility vehicles , Ford left the market segment with the discontinuation of the Cougar, and
the discontinuation of the ZX2. It debuted in for the model year and was produced until in the
United States. The Probe was available in several trim levels that differ depending on the market
in which the vehicle was sold. The Probe was given a 4-star crash rating in collision tests
conducted by the U. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The Ford and Mazda
design teams merged once again to give the Ford Probe a complete redesign for the model
year. As before, the Probe was to share its under-structure with Mazda's MX-6 and Mazda
engineered the engine, transmission, and chassis, while Ford engineered the body and interior.
The second generation Probe was introduced in August as a model. As first planned during , it
finally went on sale in Europe in the spring of , filling the gap left there by Ford in that market
sector since the demise of the Capri seven years earlier. The Capri had regularly been one of
Britain's 10 best selling cars throughout the s, but its popularity declined in the early s as Ford
launched high performance versions of the Fiesta , Escort and Sierra hatchbacks. Such was the
falling demand for this type of car that by , when the end of Capri production was announced,
Ford decided against launching a direct replacement. The second-generation Probe was
designed by a team led by Mimi Vandermolen, who led the interior design of the Ford Taurus. In
, Vandermolen became the first female designer to be the design executive of small cars for an
automobile manufacturer, and Vandermolen designed the Probe to improve the driving
experience for women, stating "If I can solve all the problems inherent in operating a vehicle for
a woman, that'll make it that much easier for a man to use. By , Ford had decided that there was
now justifiable demand in Europe for a new affordable sports coupe to be launched. Ford had
been hoping to sell around 20, Probes each year in Britain as the car market recovered from the
effects of the recession from , but in the three years it was sold there, a total of just over 15,
were sold - around a quarter of the projected figure for that length of time. Imports ceased
during , and its Cougar successor - launched a year later - was even less successful, being
imported to Europe for just two years. By February , just examples of the Probe were still in use
in Britain. Both engines featured dual overhead cam designs with the choice of a 5-speed
manual transmission or a 4-speed automatic transmission. Two automatic transmissions were
available in the Probe. At first both engines shared the same automatic transmission, the Ford
F-4EAT transmission , but from onwards this changed. The V6 engine continued to use the
4EAT, but the 2. A new SE Sport Edition trim level was available for and For and , Ford offered a
"SE" appearance package on the base model Probe. The package offered 3 spoke swirl-style
alloy wheels, the GT model's ground effects, and the GT model's front bumper. Unlike the base,
you were able to opt for power windows and mirrors on the SE package. This special package is
better known to the general public and enthusiast community as the Probe "Wild Orchid
Edition". This package was offered in only, and was exclusive to GT models. After dropping the
Probe Feature Car after only a year of production, Ford carried over the Wild Orchid exterior
color for the model year which was available on all Probe models. It was essentially nothing
more than an appearance package, as performance was identical to the GT, but differences with
the exterior were distinct. Dual racing stripes available in either white or black started at the top
edge of the front bumper and continued on to the back lip of the hatch, terminating just below
the center light reflector on the rear bumper. A chrome plated version of the GT's directional
"swirlie" wheels and a spoiler were also included in the package, as well as having a "blank"
center reflector which lacked "GT" lettering as the regular GT models have. The "GTS" was an
appearance package and not an actual model or trim level. Very few Probes were produced with
the GTS package and are considered today to be extremely rare. In most other markets outside
North America , trim levels were labeled as simply 16v I4 and 24v V6. The last Probe was built
on June 20, A third-generation model, using the same platform as the Ford Contour , was under
development intended for release in mid as a model. When Ford decided to discontinue the
Probe, this new design became the next-generation Mercury Cougar. It also made Car and
Driver magazine's Ten Best list for , , and That record still stands as the fastest closed course
lap for a non-turbo 4-cylinder powered car. Only models sold in Continental Europe and the
British Isles are shown, overseas territories often have different offerings. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Car model. Motor vehicle. March 17, Archived from the original on February
7, Retrieved June 27, Retrieved July 21, Automotive News. Retrieved March 8, Chicago Tribune.
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VI. Ranger I. Ranger II. Ranger III. The Probe is available in a 2. Options include manual or
automatic transmission and ABS. The Probe was fully based on the Mazda G-platform using
unique sheetmetal and interior. The instrument cluster and pop-up headlight mechanisms are
borrowed from the FC RX While it was sold worldwide as a sporty coupe, the Probe was
intended to fill the market niche formerly occupied by the Capri in Europe, and although it was
intended as the replacement to the Ford EXP, it was also considered a possible replacement for
the Ford Mustang in the North American market as a direct competitor with the Acura Integra
and the Toyota Celica. During that time, Ford's marketing team had deemed that a front-wheel
drive platform borrowed Mazda GD and GE platforms would have lower costs for production,
and also because the platform had been gaining popularity with the consumers. Mustang fans
objected to the front-wheel drive configuration, Japanese engineering, and lack of a V8, so Ford
began work on a new design for the Mustang instead. The Probe I, first shown in , was a
wedge-shaped design that incorporated a number of drag-reducing features like covered rear
wheels and pop-up headlights. This was followed the next year by a much more conventional
looking Probe II, whose hatchback styling is reminiscent of the Pony cars. In the s, a predicted
increase in oil prices prompted Ford to give the Ford Mustang a major redesign. The new design
would be based on a totally new platform introduced to Ford by Japanese car manufacturer and
Ford partner Mazda. But when the new generation of the Ford Mustang neared its release date,
oil prices dropped to an all time low and Ford Mustang buyers expressed their displeasure in
the style of the proposed replacement. The car was eventually released, not as a Ford Mustang
but as the Ford Probe. It's unique body panels and interior were designed and manufactured in
the AutoAlliance International Incorporated assembly plant located in Flat Rock, Michigan, the
same plant that manufactured the Mazda MX-6 coupe and Mazda sedan for the North American
market. Starting in the late s, Ford and Ghia started exploring a series of futuristic designs
under the "probe" series of concept cars. As it was initially planned to replace the successful
and popular Ford Mustang, Ford expected the Ford Probe to be a success and boost the sales
for the company. The style of the said coupe, while modern, was not universally accepted. It
was neither affordable, making many buyers choose some other more-prestigious brand for the
price they would pay for a Ford Probe. It was not able to match the success of the Ford Mustang
and in fact never got near the expected sales figures, selling only , units in its eight year
production run. In , sales dropped to only 32, units, and it was finally discontinued. Probe sales
have been off since Ford introduced a revamped Mustang in December of , but that doesn't
mean the Probe is a lesser car. It has earned high praise since the first-generation model bowed
on the sport coupe scene in , and the current iteration is quick, comfortable and good-looking;
particularly in GT trim. For , base Probes are little changed. That's because Ford has considered
axing the Probe in favor of its traditional pony car, the Ford Mustang. This year, GT models are
available with an attractive GTS Sports Appearance package, which combines some of the more

popular Probe options in a discounted group. The GT's excellent Mazda-engineered V6 remains
unchanged. Even though Ford's Mustang usually wins the Blue Oval beauty contests, we think
that the Probe is an excellent car for bargain-shopping enthusiasts, or those who want a sporty
ride without having to worry about flying off a rain-slicked road in a tire-spinning rear-wheel
drive muscle car. Rumors claim that the Probe will be canceled after the or model year to make
more showroom space for the hot-selling Mustang. Those rumors have been quelled. Plans now
call for the next generation Probe to ride atop the Contour's tight platform. While we relish the
current car and its Mazda-based engineering, a V6 Contour-based Probe really intrigues us. The
Ford probe was my 2nd my first was a The died at K mi and my is at K on it's final legs. It's had
computer chip problems, the axles fell out, new battery, the exhaust is starting to fall out. It's
fun to drive and looks great! Sometimes repairs are a bit unusual because I am told it's actually
a Mazda, so the parts are not from Ford. I've truly loved this car, I'm sad it's life is over. It's a fun
car to drive but reliability isn't great. I've replaced both cv joints, alternator, catalytic converter,
two distributors, and to top it all off, right after I bought it with 29, miles on it, the electrical
"brain" that controls all electronics crapped out. Even with the extended warranty that came
with the car when I bought it used it still cost me bucks to fix it! That's why I'm going to buy a
Toyota. I got a great deal with this car. I never really heard of it until I bought it. Of course we cut
the guy off and then brought it. I didn't know what I was getting when I bought it. I had a fun
problem when I first bought it is was a lot more power then I was used to so I was burning my
tires all time. The guy before took great care of it and my mechanic told me it could almost pass
as new and it had miles on it. I did run into some engine problem like it was over heating and
stuff like that because hoses were old and stuff like that. Bought my 97 Probe GT with nearly k
on it the end of January The same day i drove it off the lot, the dreadful check engine light came
on. Drove fine intill i was on my way home 4 days later, car stalled out and i had to pull it to side
of road. It has an electrical issue that causes it to stall out and no given time and it will restart
when it wants, Mazda specialist couldnt diagnose problem. I love the car, but Probe GTs are
extremely troublesome if they were beaten. Very expensive to maintain. Dont buy Probes. Write
a review. See all 23 reviews. Available styles include 2dr Hatchback, and GT 2dr Hatchback.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Ford Probe and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the Probe 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift
through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Probe. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford Probe and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Probe
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Ford Probe. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Ford Ford Probe.
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Rear seat passengers will feel squeezed,

and entry and exit is difficult due to low seats. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. The package includes a rear spoiler, racing stripes and inch chrome wheels.
Sponsored cars related to the Probe. Most helpful consumer reviews 4. The Edmunds experts
tested the Probe both on the road and at the track. You probably care about Ford Probe fuel
economy, so it's important to know that the Probe gets an EPA-estimated 21 mpg to 25 mpg,
depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about
carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Probe has And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford Probe is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Probe. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Probe's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the Ford Probe
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is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be
factors in determining whether the Probe is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official
Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: Learn more.
If you're interested in the Ford Probe, the next question is, which Probe model is right for you?
Probe variants include GT 2dr Hatchback, and 2dr Hatchback. What do people think of the Ford
Probe? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings
and reviews for the Ford Probe and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a
good price for a New Ford Probe? Which Ford Probes are available in my area? Can't find a new
Ford Probes you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I
lease or buy a Ford Probe? Check out Ford lease specials. Sign Up.

